Quick Reference

Kwik Safe Installation and Operation

KWIK SAFE INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

Do not store the Kwik Safe keys inside of the safe. The safe should be placed horizontally
when installing the safe.
Note: Please read the instructions carefully. Note the safe operational requirements,
warnings and cautions. Use this product correctly and with care, for the purpose for
which it was intended. Failure to do so may cause damage and/or personal injury.
This will invalidate the warranty. Please keep instructions for future reference.
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Note: Prior to installation, remove all contents from shipping box. Inspect contents for any
missing pieces or any visual damage that may have occured during transport.

Installation

To reduce the risk of the theft of the entire safe, the safe can be secured to the floor, wall or in a
cupboard. For your convenience there are 4 8mm diameter holes pre-cut into the floor and back
wall of the safe. Expansion bolts have been supplied with which you can secure your safe (Fig. 1).

Opening The Safe
To open the door for the first time, press 1-5-9 (these are the factory preset numbers) and confirm
by pressing the letter "A". You should hear an audible beep, and the green unlock light should turn
on. Open the safe door within 5 seconds using the handle. If you or an intruder uses the incorrect
number sequence, the safe door will not open. If the incorrect number sequence is used 3 times
consecutively, you MUST wait 60 seconds before reattempting to enter the correct number
sequence. If after another 3 incorrect number sequence is used, you MUST wait approximately 5
minutes before reattempting to gain access.
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Programming The Code
Press the red "X" button (Fig. 1) on the back of the door near the hinge, release it and you will hear
two audible beeps. The yellow light will be on at the same time. Now enter 3 to 8 number sequence
that you wish to use as a combination sequence, and confirm it by pressing the letter "B" within 15
seconds of entering your combination sequence. If programming the combination sequence takes
longer than 15 seconds for you to confirm, you will have to start over. Write down your combination
sequence and immediately check whether your combination has been successfully programmed,
PRIOR to closing the safe door.

Battery Replacement
The Kwik Safe requires 4 "AA" batteries, alkaline or lithium batteries are recommended. Open the safe
door, locate the battery compartment (Fig. 1, Item Y) on the inside of the door, and push the battery
cover open. Once you have replaced the batteries, you MUST reprogram your code. When the
batteries are low, the red LED light on the front of the door will turn on, indicating that the batteries
are low. If the door will not open, use the following override procedure.

Override Procedure
For your convenience, a manual override system has been installed into your safe. If you forget or
misplace your combination sequence, or the batteries die; remove the small central plate on the
front door panel. Insert the key that came with your safe, and turn it in a counter-clockwise direction.
Next turn the door release knob clockwise. This will manually open the safe at any time.
Fig. 2
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